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IN THIS ISSUE: Armada De Chile Awards Vulcanair a contract to supply seven (7) P68
Observer aircraft specially configured for five different missions.
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On September 25 2015, the Comptroller of the Chilean Army (Directemar) approved a contract for
the supply of seven (7) Vulcanair P68 Observer 2 aircraft. The flexible and easily reconfigurable
Vulcanair P68 Observer 2 will be deployed for several missions including: Search and Rescue,
Maritime Police, Search and Reconnaissance, Medical Evacuation and Transport.
The aircraft will specifically be configured with special mission equipment, including an AIS for the
identification of the ships, and an Infrared camera and other critical mission equipment.
The aircraft will be delivered during the course of 2016-2017.
The aircraft choice was based on the excellent value and flexibility of the P68 Observer 2 aircraft. The
aircraft can safely operate over the water thanks to its twin-engine configuration. The P68 Observer 2
has a unique plexiglas nose providing a “helicopter-like” visibility. Its long-range capabilities were
paramount in the aircraft choice. In fact some of the required missions require flying for up to 800
nautical miles.
“At Vulcanair we are pleased that Directemar selected our excellent surveillance aircraft. Vulcanair
Aircraft are gaining momentum in the surveillance and aerial works arenas thanks to the excellent
qualities of the aircraft, the extremely competitive pricing, and thanks to the excellent after sales
support provided by Vulcanair. “ Says Remo De Feo CEO of Vulcanair Aircraft.
About Vulcan Air:
Building on nearly 60 years of aviation design heritage, Vulcanair Aircraft is a privately owned Certified General
Aviation manufacturer based in Italy and selling handcrafted aircraft globally. Respected for its innovative and
reliable aircraft designs and exceptional customer service, Vulcanair’s products and product improvements are
entirely developed "in house" by Vulcanair Design and Engineering department, whose goal is to smartly blend
new technologies design techniques to proven construction methods to General Aviation. All of this to offer
distinctive, good-flying, good-looking, robust, aircraft.
Vulcanair S.p.A. aircraft are already successfully operated by several government entities, including the
German Police (Frankfurt), the Italian State Police, The Tunisian Police, the U.S. Department of the
Interior and several U.S. States, The Bahamas Defence Force.
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